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“If it has a plug, it has a bug” means that anything with a power source can be bugged. If it has a
battery, a power cord, connects to anything that has a battery or power cord or is an object that has a
surface area that an object with a power cord can see, it is, or can be, bugged.
“Bugging” means that hobby hackers, government agents, political parties, technology oligarchs,
neighborhood kids, spies, marketing companies and others are taking your information and using it to
harm or manipulate you.
Your cell phone has over 1000 apps, circuits and functions that are bugged by hundreds of parties.
Your TV has over 1000 apps, circuits and functions that are bugged by hundreds of parties.
Your car has over 1000 apps, circuits and functions that are bugged by hundreds of parties.
Your credit card has chips and numbers that record every action you take and place those actions on the
global intelligence databases and hacker networks.
All of your medical records are on networks that are easily hacked and have been hacked they record
every action you take and place those actions on the global intelligence databases and hacker networks.
The activity that your phone, computer and car battery engages in can be recorded and it can tell others
what your behavior patterns are.
Anyone who records your behavior patterns can learn your psychological state and use that information
to control your politics and your buying process. Facebook, Twitter and Google trick you into letting
them record your behavior patterns.
All wearable sports watches and personal monitoring devices are telling many kinds of government,
hacker and business services about your personal behaviors.
The microphone on your phone, car, Smart TV, Smart device, Amazon Alexa, computer, old cell
phones in a drawer, security cameras and any other device can be hacked to record you over 3 rooms
away, even if you think those devices are turned off.
Nanny Cams are compromised.
All cameras on all devices are compromised.
The microphone, camera, CPU and hardware of a total stranger, over 50 feet away from you, can be
hacked to spy on you.
The air within 10 feet of your mouth vibrates when you speak and your voice can be recorded from
miles away just be using a laser interferometry device pointed at you from miles away.

Plastic or mylar trash near where you are walking in the woods can reflect your voice when the area is
beamed with laser interferometry devices.
An unpowered device given to you as a gift will broadcast your voice when your entire home or office
is bathed in microwave or other beams. The Russians notoriously bugged the U.S. Embassy by giving
diplomats gifts that were made of audio-inductive ceramic. The Thing, also known as the Great Seal
bug, was one of the first covert listening devices (or "bugs") to use passive techniques to transmit an
audio signal. It was concealed inside a gift given by the Soviet Union to W. Averell Harriman,
the United States Ambassador to the Soviet Union, on August 4, 1945. Because it was passive, needing
electromagnetic energy from an outside source to become energized and activate, it is considered a
predecessor of Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) technology.[1]
Every database in the world is bugged and comprised. Never touch, or use anything with a chip, a bar
code, a contest “entry form”, a subscription or that ever asks you to put true information about you on
it.
Hulu, Vudu, Amazon, Netflix, and those kinds of media companies, sell your behaviors and private
information to government agencies, political parties and marketing companies. Never put true
information about yourself on them.
Alexa, Google Home, Siri and every one of those devices that you voice-command, records your life
and is hacked. These services also sell your private data to government agencies, political parties and
marketing companies.
Axciom, Equifax and other data companies buy this information from all of these hacked outlets and
build psychological profiles about you and sell those psychological profiles about you to government
agencies, political parties and marketing companies.
Your online tax filing services are bugged.
Shopping centers have cameras, methane detectors and bio-informatics devices hidden around the
centers that detect the biological state of shoppers.
The intersections of many major cities have cameras on drivers and license plates that places your data
on global databases.
Garbage trucks, buses, police cars in major cities have cameras that not only scan you but scan your
license plate for input into the global database system.
Your online dating activities and messages are bugged by many parties. Most of the online dates you
think you are talking to are fake bots, shills and trolls.
Anything and everything on the internet that you have to Log In To is bugged and creating a
psychological profile about you that will be used against you to manipulate your political and buying
habits or steal competitive information from you.
Anything that is “swiped” will come back to hurt you later. The magnetic stripe and card chips carry
more information about you than you want loose in the world.

Your cable TV and satellite TV use activities, movie types, at home hours, and hundreds of other data
points about you, are recorded by Cable TV, Internet Services Providers and Satellite TV providers.
Any metal, ceramic, glass or plastic surface in your home, car, office, airplane, bus, train, etc. can be
used to record what you are saying using reflective energy devices.
Every camera that can see you, and many cameras can see you from miles away, can use lip-reading
software to see what you are saying.
The CIA, NSA and DIA have first hand access to everything you do on every service that Google,
Linkedin and Amazon offers.
Tracking devices that can be clipped to the underside of your car cost less than $50.00
Anything with an RFID chip in it. Most tires on most modern cars have an RFID chip in them.
Your FASTPASS or bridge toll electronic pass.
Your electronic key fob in your pocket.
Many USB connectors, USB thumbdrives and USB devices have spyware hidden in the USB
connector. When you plug it in, it infects your computer before it does it’s primary job.
Most hard drives have a small hidden space on them which can covertly hold massive amounts of
spyware which can be triggered by either remote command or time-clock. Your operating system
cannot see these hidden spaces.
Russia’s Kaspersky labs has exposed CIA and NSA backdoors in almost every Windows and Apple
computer.
All of the main hacking tools used by the CIA, NSA, DIA, and FBI have been leaked to the world so
now hackers, government agencies, political parties, your enemies, your competitors and marketing
companies can easily hack everything you own.
Eavesdroppers choose to listen into conversations by bugging something that will sit in the office. They
may send a framed picture, a reusable vase or a small sculpture to the office that they wish to bug. The
object is often equipped with small wiring connected to audio devices in order to pick up conversations
and send them back to the person who commissioned the gift.
All of the CAD and engineering files in your design and development offices are bugged and checked
for competitive intellectual property assets to steal.
All of your bank accounts can be searched by hackers, government agencies, political parties, your
enemies, your competitors and marketing companies.
Most cars since 2001 have a tracking device built into them so that repossession companies can easily
find them. The access codes for over 540,000 of these cars has been stolen and leaked onto the web.
This means that anybody can see where you went or where you are right now.

Maids in hotels can swap your AC power adapter for an exact duplicate which has a bugging device in
it that you are then powering for the spies just by plugging it in.
In the USA, DHS has Fusion Centers around the country which suck all information in, from all
databases and tries to find every item that connects back to you.
Every device or internet connection you use gains tiny bits of information about you in ways that you
do not notice. Any 3 pieces of that information can be used, by computer analysis software, to write a
40+ page psychological, political, emotional and personality report on you which covers your
addictions, sexual activities, STD’s, homosexual tendencies, buying habits, mental problems, friends,
family issues and many other topics.
Your two basic security steps must be:
1. Only put disinformation about yourself out in the world. Make up fake info about you and fake
names on all online forms and only put info in them that is not similar to your characteristics
2. Never discuss anything that could be used against you unless you are whispering back and forth
through a rolled up tube of paper. Never put sensitive information in writing unless you intend for the
whole world to see it.

